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Abstract

Trailing edge serrations are a widely used passive technique for the suppression of aero-

dynamic noise from wind turbines. Despite their popularity, no reliable engineering

prediction tool has yet been developed to estimate the noise reduction for different ser-

rations. This paper concerns the development of an engineering noise prediction tool,

based on a recently developed mathematical model. Results show that the new model

has several advantages over Howe’s model, as it can take both destructive and construc-

tive sound interference effects into account. Two surface pressure wavenumber-frequency

models are implemented, namely Chase and TNO models, to demonstrate the sensitivity

of the model to boundary layer characteristics. The boundary layer parameters needed in

the wavenumber-frequency models are obtained using RANS CFD simulations. Far-field

noise comparisons are provided between the proposed prediction tool and experimental

data for a NACA0018 airfoil. A parametric study regarding the boundary layer changes

of serrated airfoils signifies the need for more reliable wavenumber-frequency models.

The results presented in the paper show that the proposed engineering tool can pro-

vide a fairly accurate estimate of the noise reduction performance of serrated airfoils,

but its accuracy relies heavily on the availability of reliable near-field boundary layer

information.

Keywords: Aeroacoustics, trailing edge serrations, scattering, boundary layer, trailing

edge noise.
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1. Introduction

The rapid expansion and the rising prevalence of wind turbines have resulted in neg-

ative, noise associated, health effects for a large number of people living in the vicinity

of airports or large wind farms [1]. The European Union, amongst other governmen-

tal bodies worldwide, has introduced more stringent regulations to limit these adverse5

effects. Hence, it is now a key requirement and a critical design driver to reduce the aero-

dynamic noise from wind turbines in order to comply with the existing and future noise

regulations. A study by Venugopal et al. [2] in the context of wind turbines reasoned

that for a given maximum overall sound pressure level, a noise reduction of 1 dBA allows

a larger blade to be utilized and the annual harvested energy to be increased by 2-3%,10

revealing the economic and practical importance of reducing aerodynamic self-noise from

wind-turbines.

It is generally recognized that out of the five different airfoil self-noise mechanisms

identified by Brooks [3], the dominant aerodynamic noise source for attached flows is15

the turbulent boundary layer trailing edge noise. Trailing edge noise is generated when

turbulent flow structures pass the trailing edge and are subsequently scattered at the

edge [4]. In order to reduce the trailing edge noise, various treatments, such as ser-

rations, riblets and porous material have been investigated [4–7]. The use of serrations

represent a passive and cost-effective solution to mitigate the sound radiated from airfoils,20

by introducing destructive interference between the scattered sound fields. A multitude

of serration geometries have been investigated experimentally. After initially focusing on

Kingdom.
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sinusoidal and sawtooth serrations, more recently, novel serrations such as slitted, slitted-

sawtooth and sawtooth-sinusoidal serrations [8] as well as concave serrations [9, 10] were

examined in order to further increase the noise reduction capabilities of the serration25

technology. Several experimental studies by Dassen et al. [11], Moreau et al. [12], Gru-

ber [13] and Leon et al. [14], Oerlemans et al. [15] among others have also examined

the sound reduction potential of serrated trailing edges, while Liu et al. [16] and Chong

et al. [17] have investigated the aerodynamic changes due to the presence of serrations.

Recently, Ragni et al. [18], Sanders et al. [19] and Avallone et al.[20, 21] have investi-30

gated the effect of serrations on the hydrodynamic near-field and found a low-frequency

reduction of the surface pressure spectra towards the serration tip, as well as an increase

of the spanwise correlation length.

Current trailing edge noise prediction methods include numerical, semi-empirical and35

analytical methods. Computational aeroacoustics (CAA) approaches either simultane-

ously calculate the hydrodynamic and acoustic fields, i.e. direct numerical simulations

(DNS) [22], or use high-quality flow simulations as input into acoustic noise propaga-

tion models [23–27], such as the Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings model [28], which takes

monopole, dipole and quadrupole noise sources into account. A common approach is40

to use Large Eddy Simulation to achieve relatively high Reynolds numbers in combina-

tion with the Ffowcs Willias and Hawkings propagation model, which has been used for

a variety of applications [29–31]. The CAA approaches are often used only for better

understanding of the physics of noise generation, and rarely used for industrial design

purposes due to the high computational cost. Alternatively, semi-empirical methods can45

be employed, such as the popular BPM model [3], however, their accuracy is questionable
3



when flow parameters or geometry deviate from those in the underlying investigation.

With regards to analytical models, Amiet for example proposed a model which sim-

plifies the airfoil as a flat plate. The scattered pressure on the surface of the plate is

deduced, and in order to calculate the far-field noise, the Kirchhoff radiation integral50

is evaluated [32]. This model was later extended by Roger and Moreau [33] to take

the leading-edge back-scattering effects into account, which improves the predictions at

low-frequencies. Modeling the underlying physics more accurately was the aim of other

analytical models, such as the TNO model [34], which have reduced the reliance on

semi-empirical models and their intrinsic limitations. Recent improvements include the55

coupling of the TNO model to RANS simulations or panel methods, as for example pro-

posed by Bertagnolio et al. [35].

Whilst the prediction capabilities for trailing edge noise are steadily moving toward

maturity, the noise reduction from serrated trailing edges has been a challenging problem.60

Howe proposed a model which was able to demonstrate that sawtooth serrations provide

substantial noise reduction [4]. However, it was reported that the model overpredicts

the noise reduction greatly [36]. Following a similar approach to Howe, Azarpeyvand

et al. [8] extended this model to slitted, slitted-sawtooth and sawtooth-sinusoidal ser-

rations. Recently, Lyu et al. [37] developed a serrated trailing edge model based on65

Amiet’s theory of trailing edge noise using an iterative procedure, and the solution has

been validated against the results from a finite element simulation. The predicted noise

reduction results for sawtooth serrations were found to be more realistic compared to

experimental results. This is believed to be due to the fact that the iterative solution

proposed in [37] provides a more accurate modeling to the scattering response than the70
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Green’s function used by Howe. The first-order solution of the Lyu et al. model has re-

cently been implemented by Fischer et al. [38] to predict the sound reduction of serrated

airfoils. More recently, Huang [39] proposed a theoretical model to solve the acoustic

scattering problem for arbitrary but periodically serrated trailing edges, by applying the

Fourier expansion and Wiener-Hopf method. He also confirmed the criteria developed by75

Lyu et al. with regards to effective noise reduction using serrated trailing edges. Another

very recent model was proposed by Ayton [40], where the Wiener-Hopf method was also

used to obtain the far-field sound power spectral density for a semi-infinite flat plate with

arbitrary but periodic trailing edge serrations.

80

This paper implements the full second order-solution of Lyu et al. [37] and com-

bines it with both the TNO and Chase wavenumber-frequency (k−ω) spectra to predict

the far-field noise. Firstly, the model developed by Lyu et al. as well as the model

developed by Howe will be reintroduced and compared briefly in Section 2. Section

2 will present a validation of the model by Lyu et al. against the Amiet solution for85

a straight trailing edge. Section 3 will then detail the implementation of the different

wavenumber-frequency spectra, namely the Chase model and TNO model. Subsequently,

the noise-reduction prediction for a NACA 0018 airfoil with a serrated trailing edge are

presented in Section 4 and compared to experimental data found in literature. The re-

quired flow field inputs are taken from a CFD simulation which is also detailed in Section90

4. Lastly, the concluding remarks and future work are outlined in Section 5.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the idealized flat plate with trailing edge serrations, reproduced from Ref. [37].

2. Serration model overview

This section will firstly reintroduce the scattering model developed by Lyu et al. for

airfoils with serrated trailing edges and will demonstrate its consistency with Amiet’s95

model. Hereafter, the scattering model from Lyu et al. will be referred to as STE

model for brevity. Secondly, Howe’s model will be presented and discussed briefly as a

comparison to the STE model.

2.1. Serrated trailing edge noise model (STE)

The airfoil under consideration is modelled as a flat plate, as illustrated in Fig. 1,100

where c denotes the average chord and d the span. The serration amplitude is 2h and

the serration wavelength is denoted by λ. x′, y′ and z′ denote the streamwise, spanwise

and normal-to-plate coordinates with the far-field observer located at x = x1, x2, x3,

corresponding to a polar angle of θ and an azimuthal angle of φ. In order to calculate
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the scattered pressure field from the trailing edge, an oncoming gust of the form,105

pi = Pie
−i(ωt−k1x′−k2y′), (1)

is considered, as shown in Fig. 1. Here, Pi is the magnitude of the incident wall pres-

sure gust with a frequency of ω and k1 and k2 represent the chordwise and spanwise

wavenumbers, respectively. In what follows, the wavenumber vector will be denoted

k = (k1, k2, k3). As detailed by Amiet, the incident pressure gust causes a scattered

field starting at the trailing edge due to the change in boundary condition at the trailing110

edge [41]. The total pressure, pt, consists of two parts, firstly, the incident pressure,

pi, and secondly, the scattered pressure, ps, which neutralizes the incident pressure and

thereby satisfies the Kutta condition of zero pressure gradient at the trailing edge. The

wave equation governing the scattered pressure field has to be solved

∇2ps −
1

c20

(
∂

∂t
+ U

∂

∂x′

)2

ps = 0, (2)

where c0 represents the speed of sound, U is the ambient mean flow velocity, and M =115

U/c0 is the mean flow Mach number. In the case of a serration with a geometric profile

of H(y′), applying a coordinate transformation, x = x′ − H(y′), y = y′, z = z′, and

assuming harmonic perturbations, ps = P (x′, y′, z′)e-iωt, Lyu et al. derived the following

partial differential equations

(
β2 +H ′

2
(y)
) ∂2P

∂x2
+
∂2P

∂y2
+
∂2P

∂z2
−2H ′(y)

∂2P

∂x∂y
+(2iM0k0 −H ′′(y))

∂P

∂x
+k2

0P = 0, (3)
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where k0 = ω/c0 and β2 = 1 − M2
0 . H ′(y) and H ′′(y) denote the first and second120

derivative of the serration profile, respectively [37]. A Fourier expansion of the form

P (x, y, z) =

∞∑
−∞

Pn(x, z)eik2ny (4)

can be be applied due to the periodicity of the scattering in the spanwise direction, to

obtain the following equation

{(
β2 +H ′

2
(y)
) ∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+

∂2

∂z2
− 2H ′(y)

∂2

∂x∂y
+ (2iM0k0 −H ′′(y))

∂

∂x
+ k2

0

}
×
∞∑
−∞

Pn(x, z)eik2ny = 0,

(5)

where k2n = k2+2nπ/λ. The summation
∑∞
−∞ Pn(x, z)eik2ny adds up the different modes

of the scattered pressure. Substituting the sawtooth serration geometry and taking care125

of the singularities at the tip and root of each sawtooth, one can show that the following

set of differential equations results

DP −AP = B
∂P

∂x
, (6)

where A and B are defined as follows

Aml = (k2
2m − k2

0)δml, Bml =

{4σ

λ

m+ l + k2λ/π

l −m , m− l is odd

0, m− l is even,

(7)
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with δml representing the Kronecker delta. D is a differential operator and P (x, z) is a

vector of the different mode functions, given by130

D =

{(
β2 + σ2

) ∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂z2
+ 2ik0M0

∂

∂x

}
, (8)

P = (· · ·P−n′(x, z), P−n′+1(x, z), · · ·Pn′−1(x, z), Pn′(x, z), · · · )T . (9)

A solution for P is derived using an iterative technique and solving the Schwarzschild

problem at each iteration step. The details of the iterative technique can be found in

Lyu et al. [37]. The scattered surface pressure field is obtained by adding up all different

modes of Pn′(x, 0) and transforming the solution back to the original coordinate system,

that is135

P (x′, y′, 0) =

∞∑
n′=−∞

Pn′(x
′ −H(y′), 0)eik2n′y

′
, (10)

where

P (x, 0) = N(x) + C(1)(x) + C(2)(x) + C(3)(x) + · · · . (11)

Finally, the far-field power spectral density, Spp, is found in analogy to Amiet’s model

by applying a surface integral over k2 to yield the far-field power spectral density in the

midplane, y′ = 0, of the idealized flat plate, namely

Spp(x, ω) =

(
ωx3c

4πc0S2
0

)2

2πd

∞∑
m=−∞

∣∣L(ω, k̄1, 2mπ/λ)
∣∣2 Π(ω, 2mπ/λ). (12)

Here, Π(ω, 2mπ/λ) is the wavenumber-frequency, k−ω, spectrum integrated over k1,140

S2
0 = x2

1 +β2(x2
2 +x2

3), k̄1 = ω/Uc and Uc is the average convection velocity. The far-field

9



sound gust-response function L is calculated iteratively in a similar way to the scattered

surface pressure field as

L(ω, k1, k2) = (1− i)
1

λc
e-ik0(M0x1−S0)/β2

eik0(M0−x1/S0)h/β2

×
∞∑

n′=−∞

(
Θn′ + Θ

(1)
n′ + Θ

(2)
n′ + · · ·

)
.

(13)

The complete mathematical formulation of each individual Θ term can be found in

Lyu et al. [37]. Equation (12) also marks the underlying result of the STE model and145

reduces to Amiet’s model when h/λ approaches zero, i.e. the serrated edge reduces to

a straight edge. However, it has to be noted that whilst it is possible to have a point-

spectrum as input into Amiet’s model, this is not the case for the serrated trailing edge

model which requires a wavenumber-frequency spectrum as input in order to calculate

the sound reduction achieved with serrated trailing edges.150

In order to validate that the STE model reduces to Amiet’s trailing edge noise model

for a straight trailing edge, experimental point spectra and the corresponding Amiet far-

field noise predictions from Gruber [42] were used. Gruber conducted a large number of

noise tests in varying flow conditions and the chosen test cases concern a NACA 0012155

and a NACA 65(12)-10 airfoil with a chord length of 0.15 m and span of 0.45 m. The

NACA 0012 airfoil was tested for U∞ = 40 m/s at an angle of attack (AoA) of α = 0 ◦

and the NACA 65(12)-10 airfoil was tested for U∞ = 20 m/s at α = 5 ◦. The airfoils

were tripped at 10 % of the chord on both the suction and pressure sides to achieve

a fully turbulent boundary layer before the trailing edge. Gruber approximated the160

10



wavenumber-frequency spectrum, integrated over k1 and k2, as

Π(ω) ≈ Gpp(ω) ∗ ly(ω), (14)

where ly(ω) = bcUc
ω and bc is the Corcos constant, as adopted in Ref. [42]. The required

surface pressure fluctuation point spectra near the trailing edge of the airfoil were ex-

tracted from the relevant surface pressure spectra plots provided in Ref. [42]. In order

to simulate the straight trailing edge with the STE model, the serration amplitude was165

set to approximately zero and the serration wavelength was assigned a very large value.

Finally, the sound pressure level (SPL) is calculated as follows,

SPL(ω) = 10 log10

(
Spp(ω)

p2
0

)
, (15)

where p0 = 20µPa.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Comparison of the STE model prediction with experimental data and Amiet’s noise prediction
from Gruber [42] for 0.15 m chord airfoils with a straight trailing edge: (a) NACA 0012 U∞ = 40 m/s at
α = 0 ◦, (b) NACA 65(12)-10 U∞ = 20 m/s at α = 5 ◦.
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Figure 2 shows Gruber’s far-field noise data measured at a location right above the170

trailing edge at a distance of r = 1.2 m and Gruber’s Amiet noise predictions, as depicted

in Ref. [42]. The figure also displays the noise predictions obtained from the STE model,

Eq. (12), presented in this paper. It can be seen that for both validation test cases, the

STE model matches Gruber’s Amiet model very well. It is believed that the main rea-

son for the small discrepancies is inaccurate data extraction from the figures presented175

by Gruber in Ref. [42], both for Gruber’s Amiet prediction as well as for the surface

pressure spectrum required in the k− ω spectrum approximation. Based on the results

in Fig. 2, it can be confirmed that the STE model implemented in this paper reduces

to Amiet’s model for straight trailing edges. More validations against FEM results can

be found in [37]. It is very important to note though that the wavenumber-frequency180

spectrum approximation used here, i.e. surface pressure point spectrum multiplied by

the spanwise correlation length, cannot be used for the prediction of the far-field noise

reduction in the case of serrated trailing edges. This is the case, because a surface pres-

sure wavenumber-frequency spectrum is required as an input in Eq. (12), as opposed to

a point spectrum approximation in Amiet’s model.185

2.2. Howe’s trailing edge model

In order to provide a comprehensive study, Howe’s trailing edge noise model is pro-

vided here, which will be used in the following sections for comparison against the STE

model. According to Howe, the power spectral density of the far-field noise of a flat plate190
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with a sawtooth trailing edge can be found from [43]

Spp(x, ω)

(ρ0v∗)2(d/c0)(δ/ |x|)2
=
Cm
π

sin2

(
θ

2

)
sin(φ)Ψ(ω), (16)

where the non-dimensional edge noise spectrum Ψ(ω) is given by

Ψ(ω) =

(
1 +

1

2
χ
∂

∂χ

)
f

(
ωδ

Uc
,
h

λ
,
h

δ
;χ

)
, (17)

and

f

(
ωδ

Uc
,
h

λ
,
h

δ
;χ

)
=

1

(ωδ/Uc)2(1 + (4h/λ)2) + χ2
×(

1 +
64(h/λ)3(δ/h)(ωδ/Uc)

2(cosh((λ/2δ)
√

(ωδ/Uc)2 + χ2)− cos(2ωh/Uc))√
(ωδ/Uc)2 + χ2((ωδ/Uc)2(1 + (4h/λ)2) + χ2) sinh((λ/2δ)

√
(ωδ/Uc)2 + χ2)

)
,

(18)

where ρ0 is the density of air and δ is the boundary layer thickness. Howe’s model uses

Chase’s k−ω spectrum and hence, Cm = 0.1553, χ = 1.33 and v∗ = 0.03U . One can easily195

show that in the case of a flat plate without trailing edge serration, the non-dimensional

edge noise spectrum reduces to

Ψ(ω) =
(ωδ/Uc)

2

[(ωδ/Uc)2 + χ2]2
. (19)

As a preliminary comparison between the STE and Howe’s model, a parametric study

of varying λ/h was performed. The parametric study was carried out for a plate with a

serration length of h/c = 0.2, at a free stream velocity of U∞ = 30 m/s and a boundary200

layer thickness of δ/c = 0.035. The Chase wavenumber-frequency model [4] has been

used as input to both the Howe and STE far-field noise models, termed STE-Chase and

13



(a) (b)

Figure 3: Comparison of 1/3 octave band noise reduction between the STE and Howe’s model for varying
λ/h at a constant serration length of h/c= 0.2 for a c = 0.2 m NACA 0018 airfoil at U∞ = 30 m/s: (a)
Howe, (b) STE.

Howe-Chase, as shown in Fig.3 . Figure 3 shows the reduction of the sound pressure level

(∆SPL), i.e. the effect of a serrated compared to a straight trailing edge case, for five

different serration wavelengths, namely λ/h =0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0. A positive ∆SPL205

is indicative of a far-field noise reduction. It can be seen that with decreasing λ/h, i.e.

sharper serrations, both far-field noise models predict higher levels of noise reduction,

with Howe’s model consistently predicting greater noise reduction at high-frequencies.

One interesting observation is that according to Howe’s model (Fig. 3a) higher levels of

noise reduction are achieved by using very sharp serration (i.e. small λ/h), while the210

STE results in Fig. 3b reveal that after a certain λ/h, the use of even sharper serrations

will only lead to further noise reduction at high-frequencies, with no noise benefit at

lower frequencies. A similar behavior was also observed in the experimental results by

Gruber [42]. This is believed to have been due to the edge-diffraction Green’s function

used in Howe’s model, whereas the STE model is able to capture both constructive and215

destructive interferences, due to the different modes involved in the radiation integral,

see Eq. (13).
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3. Wavenumber-frequency spectra implementation

As discussed earlier, a prior knowledge of the boundary layer surface pressure fluctu-220

ations, in the form of wavenumber-frequency spectra, in the vicinity of the trailing edge

is needed for the calculation of the far-field noise using the STE model. Even though

the STE model is derived based on flat-plate assumptions, it is still applicable to airfoils

operating in the fully attached flow regime, similar to Amiet’s model, which has been

successfully applied to airfoils at non-zero angles of attack, for instance by Roger et al.225

[44]. The underlying flat plate assumptions, such as frozen turbulence and linear scatter-

ing, hold at low to moderate angles of attack, depending on the specific flow conditions

and airfoil geometry. For all test cases presented in this work, no flow separation was

found and hence the STE model is applicable.

230

A major question remaining, however, is the wavenumber-frequency spectrum input

needed for the STE noise prediction model . Prior research has shown that the boundary

layer point spectrum can greatly change over the airfoil and serrations, particularly in the

presence of a pressure gradient. The wavenumber-frequency model used for the modeling

of the boundary layer and the location of extracting the boundary layer information is235

therefore of great importance. Various wavenumber-frequency models, such as the Cor-

cos, Efimtsov, Smol’yakov and Tkachenko, Chase, TNO model, etc. have been developed

and used in various applications [45]. In the absence of prior extensive near-field hydro-

dynamic information for serrated airfoils, here we will adopt two wavenumber-frequency

models, namely Chase and TNO, to provide a comparative study. The Chase model has240

15



also been previously used by others [4, 8], due to its simplicity. The TNO model provides

a more physics-based prediction tool and has therefore been extensively used in engineer-

ing applications, particularly for wind turbine noise prediction [35, 46]. To demonstrate

the influence of the boundary layer information extraction location, a parametric study

will also be performed in Section 4.2.245

3.1. Chase wavenumber-frequency spectrum model

The Chase wavenumber-frequency spectrum model has been used extensively for var-

ious applications [37, 40], including Howe’s far-field trailing edge noise model [4]. The

Chase wavenumber-frequency spectrum is given by

Π(ω, k1, k2) =
Cmρ

2
0v

3
∗k

2
1δ

5

[(k1 − ω/Uc)2(δUcv∗/3)2 + (k2
1 + k2

2)δ2 + χ2]
5/2

. (20)

Equation (12) requires the wavenumber-frequency spectrum to be integrated with respect250

to k1 in order to calculate the far-field power spectral density, and hence, Eq. (20) is

integrated over k1 to obtain

Π(ω, k2) =
4Cmρ

2
0v

4
∗(ω/Uc)

2δ4

Uc {[(ω/Uc)2 + k2
2]δ2 + χ2}2

. (21)

The boundary layer thickness can be obtained using a panel method code such as

XFoil [47] to avoid the need for a CFD simulation, as used by Bertagnolio et al. [35]

for instance. This would have the advantage of a very short run time. Alternatively,255

the boundary layer thickness can be acquired from experimental work or computational

fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations of varying fidelity. In this study the boundary layer

thickness is obtained from a RANS CFD simulation. The combination of the STE noise

16



model, in conjunction with Chase wavenumber-frequency spectrum input will be referred

to as the “STE-Chase” method.260

3.2. TNO wavenumber-frequency spectrum model

The second wavenumber-frequency spectrum model implemented as part of this work

is the TNO model. The TNO model was originally devised by Parchen at the TNO

Institute of Applied Physics [34]. It is computationally efficient, robust and models the

physics of a turbulent boundary layer more accurately than most other models. Based265

on the TNO model, the wavenumber-frequency spectrum of a turbulent boundary layer

can be found from [34],

Π(ω, k1, k2) = 4ρ2
0

k2
1

k2
1 + k2

2

∫ δ

0

(
Λ3u

2
3

(
∂U1

∂zw

)2

Φ33Φme
−2|k|zw

)
dzw, (22)

where zw is the wall normal direction, Λ3 is the vertical correlation length characterizing

the vertical extent of the vertical turbulent velocity component (u3), u2
3 is the vertical

Reynolds stress, ∂U1

∂zw
is the velocity gradient in the wall normal direction through the270

boundary layer, Φ33 is the vertical velocity spectrum, Φm is the moving axis spectrum

and |k| is the magnitude of the wavenumber vector. The vertical velocity spectrum has

been defined as

Φ33 =
4

9πk2
e

k2
1/k

2
e + k2

2/k
2
e

[1 + (k1/ke)2 + (k2/ke)2]
7
3

, (23)

where ke describes the wavenumber of the energy containing eddies [35]. Similarly, the

moving axis spectrum which describes how the turbulent velocity spectrum is distorted275
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by the evolution of eddies as they are convected, is defined as follows [35],

Φm =
1

α2
√
π
e
− (ω−Uck1)2

α2
2 , (24)

where α2 = 0.05UcΛ3
and Uc = 0.7U . As before, the STE far-field noise model, Eq. (12),

requires the wavenumber-frequency spectrum to be integrated with respect to k1, and

hence, Eq. (22) is integrated over k1 numerically. The boundary layer information nec-

essary for the TNO wavenumber-frequency spectrum are obtained using RANS CFD.280

In what follows, the combination of the STE noise model and the TNO wavenumber-

frequency spectrum input will be referred to as the “STE-TNO” approach.

In order to obtain the parameters required for the TNO wavenumber-frequency spec-

trum from a RANS CFD simulation, the approach of Bertagnolio et al. is adopted [48].285

The boundary layer velocity profile and hence the boundary layer thickness can be ob-

tained directly from the CFD simulation. In order to estimate the vertical Reynolds

stress, the following relationship with the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), k, obtained

from the CFD simulation, can be used.

u2
3 = αkk, (25)

where αk is taken as 0.30 and 0.45 for the pressure and the suction side, respectively [48].290

The wavenumber of the energy containing eddies is related to the turbulent dissipation

18



rate, ε, and the turbulent kinetic energy, k, by

ke = 1.923
ε

k3/2
, (26)

which in turn can be related to the vertical correlation length as follows,

Λ3 = 0.747/ke. (27)

Lastly, the turbulence dissipation rate can be calculated from the specific turbulence

dissipation rate ω̄, obtained from the RANS CFD simulation, as follows [49],295

ε = 0.09kω̄. (28)

It is important to note that the quantities required as input into the TNO model can

be obtained from any RANS CFD simulation, both from airfoils with a straight trailing

edge as well as from airfoils with a serrated trailing edge. Clearly though, a straight

trailing edge simulation will not take the changes due to the presence of any serrations

into account, and hence, the necessity to perform a CFD simulation of an airfoil with a300

serrated trailing edge will be investigated in Section 4.2.

3.3. Computational setup

A three-dimensional steady RANS CFD simulation is employed to study the NACA

0018 airfoil with and without a serrated trailing edge and to provide the necessary bound-305

ary layer information for use in Eqs. (21) and (22). The RANS equations were numerically

solved using OpenFOAM, employing the k − ω̄ SST turbulence model [49]. The simula-
19



tions were carried out for two effective angles of attack, α = 0 ◦ and 6.6 ◦, and the free

stream velocities of U∞ = 30 m/s and 40 m/s, corresponding to the chord-based Reynolds

numbers of 3.9 · 105 and 5.2 · 105, respectively. Since the noise reduction prediction will310

be compared against the data from Leon et al. [14], the geometry of the airfoil and the

serration follows their experimental setup and hence, the airfoil has a chord length of

c = 0.2 m, with the trailing edge serrations having a wavelength of λ = 20 mm and ampli-

tude of h = 20 mm, as shown in Fig. 4. A step trip with a height of 0.8 mm and a length

of 2 mm was placed on both the suction and pressure sides of the airfoil at x/c = 0.2 to315

ensure a turbulent boundary layer over the trailing edge area of the airfoil. The compu-

tational domain for the simulation extends 20c in the streamwise direction, 10c in the

normal direction and 0.4c in the spanwise direction, equivalent to four serration wave-

lengths, as illustrated in Fig. 4. At the airfoil surface, a non-slip boundary condition

was applied, while a periodic boundary condition was used at the spanwise boundaries.320

A mesh convergence study has been performed before settling with approximately 3.7

million mesh elements and a y+ value of 30 with wall functions. The mesh was gener-

ated using the snappyHex technique available within OpenFOAM. The geometry of the

NACA 0018 airfoil as well as the boundary conditions can be seen in Fig. 4 and close-up

views of the step trip and serration mesh are shown in Fig. 5.325

Figure 6 shows the pressure distribution for the NACA 0018 airfoil with straight

trailing edge, as well as as the pressure distribution in the root and tip planes for the

serrated airfoil case, obtained from the RANS simulation. The pressure distribution re-

sults for the baseline NACA 0018 airfoil, i.e. straight trailing edge, using XFoil is also330

provided for comparison. It can be seen in Fig. 6(a) that the pressure distribution does
20



(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) CFD domain and mesh overview and (b) NACA 0018 geometry.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Close-up views of (a) step trip surface mesh and (b) serration surface mesh.

not change greatly between the straight and serrated case for U∞ = 30 m/s at α = 0 ◦

angle of attack. The CFD simulations show a strong pressure change around the step

trip which was also observed in previous similar CFD simulations [50]. In the case of a

NACA 0018 at α = 6.6 ◦ and a free stream velocity of U∞ = 40 m/s, both the suction335

side and pressure side exhibit a strong pressure change around the step trip again. There

is also a slight difference in the suction peak when comparing the straight trailing edge

21



baseline case to the serration pressure distribution. Additionally, the pressure distribu-

tion for the tip plane reveals a pressure difference over the serration leading to a small

amount of additional lift in comparison to the baseline case.340

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Pressure distribution for the NACA 0018 airfoil with straight and serrated trailing edge: (a)
U∞ = 30 m/s at α = 0 ◦, (b) U∞ = 40 m/s at α = 6.6 ◦.

4. Results and discussion

In this section, we will use the two far-field noise prediction tools, namely the STE

and Howe’s model, using different types of wavenumber-frequency spectra input, and

will compare the results against available experimental data. The experimental data are345

taken from a recent work by Leon et al. [14], for a NACA 0018 airfoil with a chord

22



length of 20 cm, span of 40 cm and flow velocities of U∞ = 30 m/s, 35 m/s and 40 m/s.

The airfoil is tripped at 20 % chord using carborundum and the acoustic measurements

were obtained using a beamforming microphone array consisting of 64 electret-condenser

microphones located at a distance of 1.05 m from the airfoil. The sawtooth serrations350

used have a length of 2h = 4 cm and a wavelength of λ = 2 cm. Two test cases are con-

sidered in the present work, firstly for a free stream velocity of U∞ = 30 m/s and α = 0 ◦

angle of attack and secondly for a free stream velocity of U∞ = 40 m/s at an effective

angle of attack of α = 6.6 ◦ (corresponding to the geometric angle of attack of 12◦ [14]).

355

Firstly, the STE-Chase approach will be compared against the STE-TNO approach,

where the CFD results were obtained from a straight trailing edge to ensure a consistent

comparison. Secondly, CFD simulation results for the NACA 0018 airfoil with a serrated

trailing edge will be used as an input into the STE-TNO approach. Since it is unclear

which location on the serration should be chosen to extract the required boundary layer360

parameters as input in the STE model, a selection of several boundary layer extraction

locations will be investigated to determine the sensitivity of the results with respect to

the predicted far-field noise reduction. This will also permit a first comment on whether

it is necessary to perform a CFD simulation with a serrated trailing edge or not.

365

4.1. Far-field prediction based on straight trailing edge CFD input

This section presents the predicted noise reduction (∆SPL) results based on the

CFD simulation for the NACA 0018 airfoil with a straight trailing edge. All required

flow-field information has been extracted at x/c = 0.99. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) present

23



a comparison between the experimental noise reduction in 1/3 octave bands from Ref.370

[14], the noise reduction obtained using Howe’s model, Eq. (16), as well as the noise

reduction from the STE-Chase, Eqs. (12) and (21), and STE-TNO, Eqs. (12) and (22),

models for both test cases. A positive ∆SPL value is indicative of a reduction in

airfoil trailing edge noise. As can be seen from the results, Howe’s noise reduction

prediction increases for increasing frequencies, whilst the STE based models predicts a375

peak noise reduction at around 630 Hz. Despite no available experimental data for low-

frequencies, it can be seen for both test cases that for frequencies of up to 3 kHz the

STE-Chase approach was able to predict the noise reduction more accurately, while the

STE-TNO approach underpredicts the noise reduction. At high-frequencies (>3 kHz),

the discrepancies between both STE-based models and the experimental measurements380

increase. The high-frequency deviation could be due to a number of reasons. For example,

this can be due to the fact that the wavenumber-frequency spectra become less accurate at

high-frequencies, in particular, the spanwise correlation length might decay more quickly

than anticipated in the wavenumber-frequency spectra [20]. The discrepancy at higher

frequencies may also not result from the STE model. Whilst theoretically, the noise at385

high-frequencies should also be reduced, previous experiments have shown that the high-

frequency noise increase can be attributed to the serration valley flow, which cannot be

captured by a scattering model [42]. The valley flow noise could possibly be captured

using a high-fidelity CAA approach, which takes the flow field as input for the noise

prediction, albeit with the associated high computational cost. However, the approach390

taken in this study, fundamentally based on Amiet’s scattering model, is computationally

much more attainable and therefore useful at a design stage. Additionally, the high-

frequency deviation is unlikely to be of major concern for some practical applications
24



due to the lower absolute noise levels of trailing edge noise at high-frequencies.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: 1/3 octave band noise reduction for a NACA 0018 airfoil with λ = 2 cm and h = 2 cm;
experimental data from Ref. [14]: (a) U∞ = 30 m/s at α = 0 ◦, (b) U∞ = 40 m/s at α = 6.6 ◦.

395

In contrast to the STE-based approaches, Howe’s model overpredicts the noise re-

duction, as also observed in previous studies [42]. Howe’s model additionally predicts

increasing noise reductions for increasing frequencies in contrast to both STE-based pre-
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dictions and the presented experimental data. Comparing the α = 0 ◦ case with the

α = 6.6 ◦ case, it can be seen that both approaches capture the trend that the sound400

reduction potential is decreased at increased angles of attack, and thereby follows the

experimental trend. The peak far-field noise reduction for the STE-Chase approach re-

duces from 10 dB at α = 0 ◦ to 8 dB at α = 6.6 ◦, whilst the peak far-field noise reduction

for the STE-TNO approach reduces from 6 dB at α = 0 ◦ to 4 dB at α = 6.6 ◦.

405

4.2. Far-field prediction based on serrated trailing edge CFD input

This section utilizes the CFD simulation with a serrated trailing edge in order to in-

vestigate the changes to the predicted noise reduction due to the presence of a serration

as well as its sensitivity to the boundary layer extraction location over the serration area

using the STE-TNO approach. In contrast to the STE-TNO approach, the sound reduc-410

tion prediction based on the STE-Chase approach would not vary much for the different

boundary layer extraction location, because the boundary layer thickness, which is the

only flow field input required for the STE-Chase approach, does not change considerably

as a result of the presence of the serrations, as will be seen in Fig. 9. As a result of the

parametric study for the STE-TNO approach, one can therefore establish, whether it is415

sufficient to perform a CFD analysis of an un-serrated airfoil or if the boundary layer

information must be taken at a specific location over the serration. This is key in order

to obtain the correct input for the STE model.

The parametric study with respect to the extraction location over the serration area is420

conducted for the locations displayed in Fig. 8, where “E” and “T” represent the edge-line
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of the serration and the tip-plane, respectively.

Figure 8: Boundary layer
extraction locations and
naming convention.

It is crucial to determine which location provides the best input

into the STE-TNO model, as the TNO wavenumber-frequency

spectrum is sensitive to changes in the boundary layer profile,425

vertical Reynolds stress changes and vertical correlation length.

These parameters are influenced by the flow field changes due

to the formation of the horseshoe vortices at the edges of the

serration [9, 16], and will therefore impact the noise reduction

prediction. The changes to the flow field can clearly be seen430

in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) depicting the velocity, turbulent kinetic

energy (TKE) and turbulent dissipation boundary layer profiles

for the suction side of the NACA 0018 airfoil at a free stream velocity of U∞ = 30 m/s

and α = 0 ◦, as well as U∞ = 40 m/s and α = 6.6 ◦. It should be noted that the “baseline

T0” case, represents the “T0” location without the serration being present, i.e. a straight435

trailing edge.

At α = 0 ◦, one can see in Fig. 9(a) that the boundary layer velocity profiles over the

serration have a fuller profile, i.e. a reduced velocity deficit, when compared to the “T0”

location. For a constant chordwise (x/c) position, the velocity profile is slightly fuller for440

the edge location (“E”) when compared to the mid-plane location (“T”) of the serration.

Similarly, it can be seen that for the locations closer to the serration tip, the boundary

layer velocity profiles become fuller, which matches the observations of Avallone et al.

obtained using the Lattice Boltzmann method [20]. Similar observations can be made

for the TKE energy and turbulent dissipation. For the locations closer to the tip of the445
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serration, lower TKE as well as lower turbulent dissipation rates are observed. Equally,

the presented results indicate that for a constant chordwise (x/c) position the TKE has

decreased near the serration surface, whilst the turbulent dissipation has increased near

the surface for the serration edge locations (“E”) compared to the serration midplane

locations (“T”).450

In the case of α = 6.6 ◦, Fig. 9(b) shows that the boundary layer velocity profiles

have a reduced velocity deficit for the chordwise locations closer to the serration tip. For

a constant chordwise (x/c) position, the velocity profile is again fuller for the midplane

locations (“T”) when compared to the edge locations (“E”) of the serration. The turbu-455

lent dissipation is reduced toward the serration tip and the reduction is greater than that

of α = 0 ◦, while for a constant chordwise (x/c) location, the edge locations (“E”) display

a higher level of dissipation. Lastly, it can be seen that TKE is again reduced toward

the serration tip and that the TKE reduction for the serration edge locations (“E”) com-

pared to the serration midplane locations (“T”) is significantly more pronounced than460

at α = 0 ◦. These results are consistent with the previous experimental observations by

Liu et al. [16], which have found an increased flow mixing for flows passing over airfoil

serrations due to the aforementioned horseshoe vortices on the serration edges, leading to

fuller velocity boundary layer profiles and lower velocity fluctuations and thereby lower

TKE.465

Further insight into the flow field changes can be obtained by studying the contour

plots of the wake turbulent kinetic energy. Figure 10 shows the TKE contour plots at

different wake locations, x/c = 1.0, 1.12 and 1.2, for the airfoil at α = 0◦ and 6.6◦. The
28



(a) (b)

Figure 9: Velocity, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation boundary layer profiles in the
wall-normal direction, zw, for the suction side at different locations of a NACA0018 airfoil: (a/left
column) U∞ = 30 m/s at α = 0 ◦, (b/right column) U∞ = 40 m/s at α = 6.6 ◦.

results show that the TKE for the unserrated baseline case is uniform along the span at470

the chordwise location x/c= 1.0 for both angles of attack. The TKE results in Figs. 10c

and 10d show the results for the serrated airfoil at a chordwise location of x/c= 1.12 for

both the angles of attack. It is evident that reduced TKE levels can be seen between the

serrations for both cases. At α = 0◦, the TKE on the suction and pressure side of the

serration peaks in the midplane of the serration and reduces toward the serration edges475

and the area in between the neighboring serrations. At α = 6.6◦, an increased TKE
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is observed on the pressure side in comparison to the suction side. At the chordwise

location of x/c= 1.20, i.e. at the very trailing edge of the serration the flow follows the

same trend as that of location x/c= 1.12 for α = 0◦, but for α = 6.6◦ increased TKE

levels can be found in the serration valley region, revealing an upward flow direction from480

the pressure side to the suction side, consistent with the experimental observations by

Liu et al. [16].

Finally, Figures 11(a) and 11(b) illustrate the predicted noise reduction in 1/3 octave

bands for the various extraction locations, as well as the experimental data for both485

test cases of the NACA 0018 airfoil, i.e. U∞ = 30 m/s at α = 0 ◦ and U∞ = 40 m/s at

α = 6.6 ◦ using the STE-TNO approach. Again, a positive ∆SPL value is indicative of a

reduction in airfoil trailing edge noise. The baseline T0 case, represents the T0 location

without the serration being present, i.e. with a straight trailing edge. It can be seen that

at the peak experimental noise reduction, the agreement between the experimental data490

and the simulation improves as the boundary layer extraction location moves toward the

serration tip. Significant differences between the “T0” location and the “E3” location

of almost 5 dB have been found for both angles of attack. Additionally, it is clear that

for the same chordwise (x/c) position, the edge location (“E”) results in a higher noise

reduction prediction compared to the serration mid plane (“T”). These results are consis-495

tent with the earlier observation regarding the flow field changes over the serrations. The

discrepancies at higher frequencies (>2 - 3 kHz) are again present and the likely reasons

have been elaborated in Section 4.1.

At α = 0 ◦, the “T0” and “baseline T0” (straight trailing edge) results are almost500
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(a) x/c = 1.0, baseline, α= 0◦. (b) x/c = 1.0, baseline, α= 6.6◦.

(c) x/c = 1.12, serrated airfoil, α= 0◦. (d) x/c = 1.12, serrated airfoil, α= 6.6◦.

(e) x/c = 1.2, serrated airfoil, α= 0◦. (f) x/c = 1.2, serrated airfoil, α= 6.6◦.

Figure 10: The contours of Turbulent kinetic energy at various chord wise location for the baseline and
serrated airfoil at angles of attack α = 0◦ and 6.6◦.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11: 1/3 octave band noise reduction for various boundary layer extraction locations for a
NACA0018, STE-TNO approach, Eqs. (12) and (22): (a) U∞ = 30 m/s at α = 0 ◦, (b) U∞ = 40 m/s
at α = 6.6 ◦.

identical, revealing that the presence of the serration does not alter the flow field sig-

nificantly before the physical serration for symmetric airfoils at α = 0 ◦. However, at

α = 6.6 ◦, there is a noticeable difference between the “T0” and “baseline T0” location,

because of the induced upward flow motion due to the pressure difference between the

suction and pressure sides of the airfoil. Similar to the results from Section 4.1, it is also505

clear from Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) that for the STE-TNO approach, an increased angle of
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attack leads to a smaller noise reduction.

The strong variation of the predicted ∆SPL depending on the boundary layer extrac-

tion location for the STE-TNO approach, demonstrated the fact that a prior knowledge of510

the wavenumber-frequency spectrum plays an important role for the accurate prediction

of noise from serrated airfoils. This is in agreement with the flow field changes resulting

from the presence of the serrations, which have revealed a strongly varying flow field over

the serrations. Horseshoe vortices have been shown to develop over the edges of each

serration, in both experiment and simulation [9, 14, 16, 17, 21]. Gruber [42] and Ragni et515

al. [18] have shown that the surface pressure fluctuations change rapidly over a serration,

and investigations by Avallone et al. [20, 21] have revealed noticeable changes in the

velocity fluctuations in the boundary layer over serrations. It can therefore be concluded

that serrations clearly impact the local flow-field, and therefore the sound radiation. The

results presented in this paper show a sensitivity of the STE scattering model toward the520

utilized wavenumber-frequency model and the boundary layer extraction location. The

need to further investigate the changes to the wavenumber-frequency spectrum due to

the presence of a serrated trailing edge is therefore demonstrated.

5. Conclusions525

A novel trailing edge noise reduction prediction model developed by Lyu et al. for

serrated airfoils has been implemented and validated successfully for straight and ser-

rated trailing edges for realistic airfoils. The implementation of the serration model is

computationally efficient and consequently, it would also be feasible to use this code to
33



optimize serration geometries within a larger optimization framework. The necessary530

boundary layer input parameters are obtained from a RANS CFD simulations. Two

wavenumber-frequency spectra, namely Chase model and the TNO model, are imple-

mented in the model, which is shown to provide a better sound reduction prediction

compared to Howe’s model. This is believed to be due to the fact that the iterative

solution provides a more accurate modeling to the scattering response than the Green’s535

function used by Howe. Additionally, the proposed model allows higher Mach number

flows to be considered as the solution satisfies the convective wave equation.

Comparing the Chase-based and TNO-based boundary layer inputs, it is clear that

Chase’s spectrum does not rely on a full CFD simulation and can therefore be more effi-540

cient to compute. However, assuming an appropriate boundary layer extraction location,

the authors hypothesize that the TNO-based boundary layer approach will result in more

robust and reliable predictions, as it takes the flow field changes into account which are

caused as a result of the flow and serration interaction. Additionally, it has been shown

that different boundary layer extraction locations over the serration can greatly influ-545

ence the predicted sound reduction, by up to 5 dB, TNO-based approach. In order to

further assess the capabilities of the proposed prediction method, a more comprehensive

study with different airfoils would be required. It would also be advantageous to exper-

imentally or numerically investigate the changes to the wavenumber-frequency spectra

caused by the presence of serrations. Further experimental and theoretical investigations550

are planned to firstly improve our understanding of trailing edge noise reduction using

serrations and also secondly further improve our prediction capabilities.
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